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With over 40 years of combined industry knowledge in the melamine food display arena, Creative Retail Display are pushing the boundaries of design and manufacture of melamine by providing clients with leading edge food display wares.

Unlike our competitors, we control the entire manufacturing process from start to finish, with our own melamine factory in China. This allows us to have full control by producing the highest quality melamine display items on the market and reducing lead times for delivering off the shelf products and bespoke items.

We know how important it is to get your food merchandising right. At Creative we will enhance your food display to increase turnover with our wide range of unique, design led display merchandise.

We provide solutions for Coffee Shops through to Contract Caterers, from Hotels to Restaurants, with tailored and bespoke food display solutions to help you sell more food.

As well as manufacturing food display items from 100% food safe melamine, we also manufacture from materials such as poly wicker, polycarbonate, silicone, acrylic and stainless steel.

At Creative we are passionate about design and innovation in food display and know that 1st class service is paramount in creating a brand you can trust and depend upon.

Who are Creative?
Why use melamine?

“YES, IT REALLY IS MELAMINE”

Yet again, Creative are leading the way in design of melamine products by manufacturing a totally unique collection of premium tableware to help restaurants, coffee shops and caterers minimize the amount of breakages compared to traditional porcelain plates and bowls.

Made from 100% food grade melamine, with properties which are extremely durable, easy to maintain and most importantly completely shatter proof unlike porcelain alternative, Creative’s melamine tableware is truly advantageous to any restaurant.

With advancements in manufacturing techniques, melamine is becoming more prevalent within the restaurant sector for tableware, with the ability to offer diners a more realistic and attractive looking porcelain alternative, rather than just the usual ‘cheap looking white and thin plastic plate’.

Melamine is also a lightweight material that is easier for staff to carry, with the added benefit of being price competitive.

Our innovative range of premium colourful and vibrant melamine tableware enhances any dish, whilst offering a selection of on-trend shapes and sizes of plates and accompanying bowls.

With inspiration taken from sand, sea, stone and Japanese glazing, our collection offers a wide range of designs, allowing you to choose a style of plate or bowl which suits your restaurant, whilst enhancing your customers overall dining experience.

Customised Service

THE CONCEPT

Have you ever felt that proud moment of holding your very own bespoke product? With Creative you can. Whether you know exactly what you want, or have just a rough idea, our UK in-house design team can make it happen. With over 10 years experience designing melamine products, you can rest easy knowing that you have the best in the business creating a bespoke product just for you.

Our lead time from your initial enquiry to holding your very own product can be as little as 5 weeks, and with a minimum order as low as 120 pieces.

VISUALS & APPROVAL

All of our products are designed using the latest 3D software and we strive to be at the forefront of technology. We will provide you with photo-realistic product images that show you exactly what your products will look like. Need to know what the capacity will be, or even the finished weight? We can do that too.

What you see is what you get with our designs. Our visuals are taken directly from the 3D models used for manufacturing, so you know exactly what you are getting once you approve the design.

MANUFACTURING & DELIVERY

Once your happy with the design, just sit back and leave the rest to us. We will manufacture your product using our own factory in China, QC the item and deliver it right to your door. All you have to do is open the box and enjoy your product.

Why wait, just give our experienced sales team a call today and lets work together to make something special.
Shakti Stone White
The ‘Shakti Stone White’ collection takes influence from the Shakti stone temples to create a Stoneware melamine tableware collection totally original and unique in appearance. This premium Creative collection is manufactured from 100% food grade melamine, with the added benefits of being shatter proof, stain resistant, dishwasher safe and extremely durable.

Coupé Bowl
SK.24.24.34
240x50mm, 9.5x2"
38oz / 1.1L
Melamine
Stone White

Coupé Bowl
SK.18.24.34
185x40mm, 7.3x1.6"
21oz / 600ml
Melamine
Stone White

Curved Bowl
SK.14.09.34
144x141x70mm, 5.7x2.8"
12oz / 382ml
Melamine
Stone White

Dipping Dish
SK.09.14.34
95x40mm, 3.8x1.6"
150ml / 5.3oz
Melamine
Stone White

Side Plate
SK.23.11.34
230x25mm, 9"
Melamine
Stone White

Dinner Plate
SK.27.11.34
270x25mm, 10.5"
Melamine
Stone White

Square Plate
SK.26.23.34
260x260x25mm, 10"
Melamine
Stone White

Large Oblong Plate
SK.35.23.34
355x190x25mm, 14x7.5x1"
Melamine
Stone White

Medium Oblong Plate
SK.29.23.34
295x150x25mm, 11.7x6"
Melamine
Stone White

Small Oblong Plate
SK.23.23.34
235x150x25mm, 9.2x6"
Melamine
Stone White
Shakti Stone Grey
The ‘Shakti Stone Grey’ collection takes influence from the Shakti stone temples to create a Stoneware melamine tableware collection totally original and unique in appearance. Our Shakti Stone Grey melamine tableware collection is perfect for casual dining restaurants, cafés, outdoor catering and pool side dining due to its hardwearing shatter resistant properties making it a leading alternative to porcelain.
Larnaca Sand Blue
The ‘Larnaca Sand Blue’ collection has been developed to mirror the effect of swirling sand across the plate surface in a striking and original design concept. Hardwearing shatter resistant properties making it a leading alternative to porcelain. Why not add a touch of class and elegance with our melamine tableware collection.
Larnaca Sand Honey
The ‘Larnaca Sand Honey’ collection has been developed to mirror the effect of swirling sand as the leitmotif across the plate surface in a striking and original design concept. Hardwearing shatter resistant properties making it a leading alternative to porcelain. Why not add a touch of class and elegance with our melamine tableware collection.
Kyoto Raku Grey
The Kyoto Raku Grey collection replicates the beautiful shimmering surface of traditional Japanese glazing methods. Our Kyoto Raku Grey melamine tableware collection is perfect for casual dining restaurants, cafés, outdoor catering and pool side dining due to its hardwearing shatter resistant properties making it a leading alternative to porcelain.
Bali Water Blue
The ‘Bali Water Blue’ collection has taken inspiration from the transparent crystal clear deep blue seas of Indonesia. Our Bali Water Blue melamine tableware collection is perfect for casual dining restaurants, cafés, outdoor catering and pool side dining due to its hardwearing shatter resistant properties making it a leading alternative to porcelain.
Osaka Bamboo
Our Osaka collection is made up entirely of environmentally friendly Bamboo Melamine, which, thanks to advances in manufacturing technology, looks just like porcelain. Carefully crafted, each individual plate and bowl in this collection has a textured shimmering white surface making it one of our most exciting and aesthetically pleasing tableware collections.

**Coupe Bowl**
OS.24.24.45
240x50mm, 9.5x2”
38oz / 1.1L
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Coupe Bowl**
OS.18.24.45
185x40mm, 7.3x1.6”
21oz / 600ml
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Dipping Dish**
OS.09.14.45
95x40mm, 3.8x1.6”
150ml / 5.3oz
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Curved Bowl**
OS.14.09.45
144x141x70mm, 5.7x2.8”
12oz / 382ml
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Side Plate**
OS.23.11.45
230x25mm, 9”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Dinner Plate**
OS.27.11.45
270x25mm, 10.5”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Square Plate**
OS.26.23.45
260x260x25mm, 10”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Large Oblong Plate**
OS.35.23.45
355x190x25mm, 14x7.5x1”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Medium Oblong Plate**
OS.29.23.45
295x150x25mm, 11.7x6”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White

**Small Oblong Plate**
OS.23.23.45
235x150x25mm, 9.2x6”
Bamboo Melamine
Bamboo White
Copenhagen
Our Copenhagen collection features a complete assortment of matte finished bowls and plates, made from environmentally friendly Bamboo Melamine, in a choice of either Matte sand brown or Matte white. The range also features a strikingly original colour choice Matte Jade which is made up of 100% food grade melamine.

**Dipping Dish**
- CP08.09.45
  - 85x85mm, 3.3x1.3”
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo White

**Dipping Dish**
- CP08.09.46
  - 85x85mm, 3.3x1.3”
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

**Dipping Dish**
- CP08.09.47
  - 85x85mm, 3.3x1.3”
  - Melamine
  - Matte Jade

**Small Bowl**
- CP10.09.45
  - 108x56mm, 4.2x2.2”
  - 270ml
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo White

**Small Bowl**
- CP10.09.46
  - 108x56mm, 4.2x2.2”
  - 270ml
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

**Small Bowl**
- CP10.09.47
  - 108x56mm, 4.2x2.2”
  - 270ml
  - Melamine
  - Matte Jade

**Medium Bowl**
- CP15.09.45
  - 155x75mm, 6.1x3”
  - 650ml
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo White

**Medium Bowl**
- CP15.09.46
  - 155x75mm, 6.1x3”
  - 650ml
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

**Small Plate**
- CP17.26.45
  - 170x25mm, 6.7”
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo White

**Small Plate**
- CP17.26.46
  - 170x25mm, 6.7”
  - Bamboo Melamine
  - Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

**Small Plate**
- CP17.26.47
  - 170x25mm, 6.7”
  - Melamine
  - Matte Jade
Side Plate
CP22.26.45
225x25mm, 8.8”
Bamboo Melamine
Matte Bamboo White

Side Plate
CP22.26.46
225x25mm, 8.8”
Bamboo Melamine
Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

Side Plate
CP22.26.47
225x25mm, 8.8”
Melamine
Matte Jade

Dinner Plate
CP28.26.45
280x75mm, 11”
Bamboo Melamine
Matte Bamboo White

Dinner Plate
CP28.26.46
280x75mm, 11”
Bamboo Melamine
Matte Bamboo Sand Brown

Dinner Plate
CP28.26.47
280x75mm, 11”
Melamine
Matte Jade
Define your style...
Get Creative